**Inter-Gateway Haulage (IGH) Scheme**

The above Scheme allows for the movement of goods between Jurong Port Private Ltd (JPPL) and the Container Gates under PSA Corporation Ltd (PSAC). Only containerized, non-dutiable, non-controlled and non-strategic goods transhipped via road are allowed under this Scheme. It covers only Re-Nominated containers and Transhipment Containers.

The following categories of goods are excluded from this Scheme and must be accounted for by the relevant CCPs:

1) Dutiable goods, i.e., liquor, tobacco, motor vehicles, petroleum and petroleum products.
2) Controlled goods, i.e., items that require pre-approval or approval by the Controlling Authority.
3) Strategic goods, i.e., items covered under the Strategic Goods Control Act.

Permits declared under the IGH system are valid for one calendar day as at the date of approval. Please ensure that the correct description and HS chapter code are stated. Containers under the IGH scheme may be subject to radiographic screening and/or physical examination as required by Singapore Customs or Immigration & Checkpoints Authority. In the event that a condition is breached, you must inform JPPL and take immediate action to rectify the contravention.